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“THE KINGDOM OF EARTH” AND
 
KINGDOM OF EARTH: (THE SEVEN DESCENTS OF
MYRTLE)
TENNESSEE WILLIAMS’ PARODY
KATHRYN ZABELLE DEROUNIAN
THE UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS, LITTLE ROCK
Tennessee Williams critics know that
 
this  playwright’ s composi ­
tion process is more complex than most. The writer himself long ago
 revealed his usual procedure in producing full-length drama: “My
 longer plays emerge out of earlier one-acters or short stories I may
 have written years before. I work over
 
them again and again.”1 The  
relationship between a completed short story and a final play is
 especially significant, for although many playwrights sketch out
 prose notes before composition, Williams seems to require a gradual
 expansion of material from one genre to another. His process of writ
­ing, as he shifts content or theme from one genre to a different one,
 therefore appears unique.
In “The Short Stories of Tennessee Williams: Nucleus for His
 
Drama,” Tom Reck identifies three ways Williams uses his short
 fiction in his plays: to transfer an otherwise unrelated element; to
 maintain a certain theme but with different characters and situations;
 or to make a more direct transposition.2 In the third category, as Reck
 points out, six Williams plays evolve from single short stories: The
 Glass Menagerie (1945) from “Portrait of a Girl in Glass”; Summer
 and Smoke (1948) from “The Yellow Bird”; Cat on a Hot Tin Roof
 (1955) from “Three Players of a Summer Game”; The Night of the
 Iguana (1961) from a short story of the same title; The Milk Train
 Doesn't Stop Here Anymore (1963) from “Man Bring This up Road”;
 and Kingdom of Earth: (The Seven Descents of Myrtle) (1968) from
 “The Kingdom of Earth.” The range of changes as these short stories
 metamorphose into plays encompasses character, incident, tone,
 theme, structure, and style; and the types of shifts are multiple and
 unpredictable.
Despite this organic development, at their best the short fiction
 
and drama are autonomous and valuable within their respective
 genres. In fact, the more carefully Williams crafts a tale (“Portrait of a
 Girl in Glass” and “Three Players of a Summer
 
Game”  for instance),  
the more likely the resulting play (The Glass
 
Menagerie and Cat on a
1
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Hot Tin Roof) will also succeed. Conversely, a badly written story will
 
lead to an unsatisfactory play. If these correspondences are indeed
 valid, an examination of the last short story-play pair may help
 explain the writer’
s
 lack of  literary direction in his later years.
“The Kingdom of Earth” was first published in a limited edition of
 Williams’ second short story anthology, Hard Candy (1954), omitted
 from the trade edition (also 1954), and later included in his third
 collection of stories, The Knightly Quest (1966). Kingdom of Earth:
 (The Seven Descents of Myrtle), however, was not printed until 1968,
 fourteen years after the tale’s first appearance. As the playwright
 aptly says of an incident which suggested the play: 
“
the germ for  
Kingdom of Earth...fecundated in my dramatic storehouse.”3 The
 time-lag between short story and play (the longest among the story
­play pairs) and Williams’ shifting thematic concerns probably
 account for his very different treatment of the same
 
basic plot. Apart  
from plot, the short story and play are linked
 
by their common use of  
parody. Williams uses two levels of parody here—one to mock estab
­lished genres (the fabliau, for example) or other literary works, the
 other to mock his own previous work. In the tale, Williams’ parodic
 touch
 
is light and relatively subdued, but in the play, it becomes heavy  
and less controlled.
The most immediate evidence of parody in the story lies in the
 
figure of the anti-heroic, anti-poetic Chicken, who tells his earthy
 story in the first person. He clearly contrasts
 
with the narrator of two  
earlier tales—Tom Wingfield in “Portrait of a Girl in Glass” and the
 unnamed narrator of “Three Players of a Summer Game.” In these
 stories, both tellers are
 
restless, nostalgic, sensitive artists who delib ­
erately distance themselves from their stories and narrate in fluent,
 literary prose. But Chicken is legally and emotionally tied to his farm,
 is very much a creature of the present, and narrates in gusty, col
­loquial, obscene language. Furthermore, he forms the central figure,
 whereas the other two narrators involve themselves in the plot only
 incidentally. Chicken’
s
 egocentricity and activity determine his lively  
narration. He confides fully in the reader (for example about his
 part-Cherokee mother) and his confession has an air of spontaneity
 quite opposite to the restrained lyricism and structural frame of 
“
Por ­
trait of a Girl in Glass” and “Three Players of a Summer Game.”
 Because Chicken writes therapeutically, however, his story parodies
 the craft of other Williams tales. In other words, “The Kingdom of
 Earth” is not an especially successful short story.
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In his Memoirs, Williams calls Kingdom of Earth
 
“a funny melo ­
drama.”8 Melodrama parodies tragedy, and Williams’ apt term sug
­gests the element of parody inherent in the play. Most obviously,
 Kingdom of Earth is an Absurd parody of three favorite Williams
 types: the determined, desperate Southern woman; the poetic artist;
 and the carnal man-as-beast. Myrtle’
s
 counterparts from earlier plays  
are such characters as Amanda Wingfield, Alma Winemiller, and
 Maggie the Cat. These three women all possess weaknesses coupled
 with an unshakable positive strength. Desperate but determined,
 defeated yet undaunted, they maintain a certain dignity and stature.
 Myrtle, however, is a product of the modern South—good-natured but
 vapid, deluded by the media, and morally weak. Her
 
suffocating ma
ternalism really forms a guise for her own insecurity,
 
which Chicken  
fully arouses. In her passivity
 
Myrtle allows Chicken to engulf her, as  
she fears the flood will also. Her show-business background and her
 seduction by television emphasize her pliability. Incapable of defend
­ing herself, Myrtle “descends” (note the play’
s
 subtitle) further and  
further into Chicken’
s
 power as she depends on him to save  her from  
the flood.9
In contrast to the story, we have no sense in the play of the
 
positive aspects of Myrtle’
s
 role as procreative female. She cannot  
satisfy Lot, whose needs are the perverted ones of the transvestite,
 
and  
although she does satisfy Chicken, she does 
so
 only by the sterile act of  
fellatio. Furthermore, at the end of the play, when Chicken asks
 Myrtle to produce a son for him, it is not as the ultimate expression
 
of  
love (however earthy that love may 
be)
 but as revenge on the white  
race: “Produce me a son. Produce a child for me, could you? Always
 wanted a child from an all-white woman” (p. 214).10
In the play, Lot and Chicken are no longer the Lawrentian sym
­
bols for the emasculated aesthete and the virile male; Williams has
 debased and parodied their original roles. Although tied to the past by
 memory, Williams’ other artists (Tom Wingfield and Christopher
 Flanders, for example) transcend their past links and live in the
 present, for that is the only way to survive. Like Blanche DuBois,
 however, Lot cannot exist in the present, so his memory distorts his
 past into a golden age. In Lot, Williams caricatures the impotent
 aesthete by exaggerating his physical characteristics (dyed blond
 hair and frail, exotic prettiness) and completely ignoring the aes
­thete’s intellectual side. Lot’s cleverness arises only from his over
­riding jealousy of
 
his masculine half-brother which enables him to  
3
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marry Myrtle to deprive Chicken of the farm. Not content to remember
 
the past, Lot dies in ecstasy as he
 
“recreates” his mother by dressing  
in her
 
clothes. In death, Lot suggests a final parody of the artist,  who  
also dedicates his life to recreation, often of the past.
Chicken parodies the virile male whose sexuality is a fulfilling
 
and liberating life-force. He appears to gain only an animal
 
satisfac ­
tion, not genuine fulfillment, and his sexual development is retarded.
 For example, twice he is about to masturbate, and he carves an obs
­cene picture on the kitchen table for Myrtle to see (when she notices the
 freshly carved picture, Myrtle says, shocked, “A thing like this’
s understandable in a, uh, growin’ boy in the country but you’re past
 that” (p. 164). Myrtle is mistaken, though: Chicken is not “past that”).
 Throughout the play, he makes explicit sexual references and ges
­tures, to the consternation
 
of the audience, which can understand his  
function in the play without such obvious prompts. For instance, he
 smirks about Myrtle’
s
 show-business days: “You kick with the right  
leg, you kick with the left leg, and between your legs you make your
 living?” (p. 147). Later, he
 
hands Myrtle a guitar, asking, “Don’t you  
like a man-size instrument?” (p. 174) and, during the same scene, he
 symbolically throws a cat into the flooded cellar, then later descends
 to retrieve it, calling, “ ‘Pussy, pussy, pussy?’ ” (p. 176).
The climax of the play prior to Lot’
s 
death, however, occurs when  
Chicken and Myrtle perform fellatio. Williams drops as many hints as
 he can,
 
culminating in  Myrtle sitting directly in front of Chicken, who  
hoists himself onto the kitchen table, spreads his legs wide, and
 
says  
savagely “You don’t have to look in my face, my face ain’t all they is to
 me, not by a long shot, honey...”(p. 202). The lights fade out and
 thunder (!) sounds. When the lights come up again, Myrtle is described
 in
 
a stage direction as sitting on a chair “so close to the table that she’ s 
between his boots, and [looking] as if she had undergone an expe
­rience of exceptional nature and magnitude” (p. 203). As representa
­tive of the white race, Myrtle has been enslaved and humbled
 
by  the  
representative of the black race, Chicken. By performing fellatio, they
 parody the regenerative aspect of
 
sexual intercourse.
In his article on Kingdom of Earth, Albert E. Kalson observes:
While fellatio as sterility may be a valid equation, the shockingly
 
explicit act and its necessary foreshadowing dictate the language
 and incident 
of
 the entire play and lower it disastrously to the  
mental level of the sub-human characters who are involved in the
 act. Numbed by the characters’ empty minds and emptier souls,
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the Williams audience once again must be forgiven its failure to
 
see past perversion to theme, even one as valid and vital as King
­
dom
 of Earth’s—that those who survive are so dead of spirit that  
they have nothing to offer a new world but their own sterility.11
In Kingdom of Earth, Williams’ primary interest is theme,
 
and he  
therefore sublimates plot and characters to this end.12 To a large
 extent, Williams parodies—consciously or unconsciously—the themes
 of his earlier drama, particularly procreation and vitality as
 
positive  
forces, which Summer and Smoke, Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, and espe
­cially A Streetcar Named Desire advocate. Williams’ continuing pes
­simism extends to the bleak theme of a “despairing vision of existence
 without hope,” a theme well suited to Absurdist treatment.13
In the
 
short story, the flesh-versus-spirit battle is aptly contained  
within the narrator, who accounts for the shifts in his own character
 and conveys his own decision to renounce the struggle and whole
­heartedly embrace the flesh. Although this decision has elements of
 parody, it genuinely arises from Chicken as narrator. In the play,
 though, the author superimposes the struggle between heaven and
 earth on the grotesque and mindless character of Chicken in a series of
 mini-monologues at the end of the play (pp. 210-211). Williams literally
 transposes almost word-for-word Chicken’
s
 references to flesh and  
spirit in the story. There, Chicken punctuates his whole tale with
 comments on the flesh and spirit so that his story and
 
philosophy are  
unified. The play, however, does not adequately prepare us for
 Chicken’s monologue
 
series,  grandly described in a  stage direction as  
“the
 
expression of his  credo” (p. 210). Williams subjugates his charac ­
ters to theme so entirely
 
that they are incapable of spontaneous and  
convincing philosophy, analysis, or action.
Finally, Kingdom of Earth can be seen as a supreme parody of
 
drama itself, whether or not the playwright intended this theme. The
 plot actually progresses little, and the cast endlessly refers to and
 waits for the impending flood, reminiscent of Beckett’s tramps in
 Waiting for Godot. Presumably, Williams hoped that the threat of
 flood was sufficient cause for his characters’ actions, but the audience
 realizes that no causal link exists between the flood and the sequence
 of events. Contrary to dramatic convention, genuine conflict is min
­imal, for both Lot and Myrtle are obviously at Chicken’s mercy.14
 Other nondramatic devices include Myrtle’s account
 
of her show busi ­
ness days (pp. 145-146) and her appearance on television (p
 
the false  
prophet beast has two horns, one is dominion and the other is false
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at the end (pp. 210-211), and lengthy stage directions (pp. 126-127,154,
 
and 211-212).
Although “The
 
Kingdom of Earth” is a fairly early story, its loose,  
therapeutic, first-person narration anticipated Williams’ later fic
­tional problems in works like his short story anthology Eight Mortal
 Ladies
 
Possessed (1974) and  his novel Moise  and the World of Reason  
(1975). His drama too became static and formless, as the failures of
 Small Craft Warnings (1972) and The Two Character Play (1975)
 attest. The parody in “The Kingdom of Earth” and Kingdom of Earth
 is at least a distinct literary form with a clear function, but latterly
 Williams seemed confused about his writing’
s
 direction. He called a  
recent play, Clothes for a Summer Hotel (1980),
 
which closed after an  
embarrassingly short New York run, a “ghost” play. And indeed
 Williams’ work in the last
 
decade or so drifted from  parody to a ghost  
of its former 
self.
NOTES
1
 
“Talk with the Playwright,” Newsweek, 23 March 1959, p. 75.
2
 
Tom S. Reck, “The Short Stories of Tennessee Williams: Nucleus for  
His Drama,” TSL 16(1971), 142-143.
3
 
Tennessee Williams, Memoirs (New York, 1975), p. 58.
4
 
Charles Muscatine, Chaucer and the French Tradition: A Study in  
Style and Meaning (Berkeley, 1966), p. 59.
5
 
Norman J. Fedder, The Influence of D. H. Lawrence on Tennessee  
Williams (The Hague, 1966) discusses Lawrence’
s
 influence on Williams.
6
 
Page references to “The Kingdom of Earth” are from Tennessee  
Williams, The Knightly Quest: A Novella and Four Short Stories (New
 York, 1966).
7
 
Although Williams may have had the biblical story of Lot in mind  
when he named his short story character, the connection is very tenuous.
 More likely he used the general connotation of Sodom and Gomorrah when
 he created his degenerate Lot (especially the Lot in the play).
8
 
Memoirs, p. 40.
9
 
In Lady Chatterley’ s Lover, Lawrence used seven stages of sexual  
initiation that seem to echo the opening of the seven seals in Revelation.
 Opening the seals in Revelation produced a series of woes, but with the
 seventh, God’s new order, was supposed to prevail. Instead, breaking the
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seventh seal signaled a new age whose woes were far worse than those of
 
preceding eras. It is difficult to 
see
 any definite links among Revelation,  
Lady Chatterley’s Lover, and Kingdom of Earth: the playwright may be
 parodying Lawrence’s novel rather than the biblical source; 
or,
 more likely,  
he may be reinforcing his theme that the play’s world is a waste land.
10
 
The play’s original text is in Tennessee Williams, Kingdom of Earth:  
(The Seven Descents of Myrtle) (New York, 1968). Typically, though, when
 the play was revived in 1975, Williams made some revisions. The revised
 text (from which 
I
 take page references) is in The Theatre of Tennessee  
Williams (New York, 1976), vol. 5.
11
 
Albert E. Kalson, “Tennessee Williams’ Kingdom of Earth: A Sterile  
Promontory,” Drama and Theatre, 8(1970), 92. This article discusses par
­ody in Kingdom of Earth.
12
 See
 Memoirs, p. 212, where Williams refers to the play’ s “strong  
thematic content.”
13
 
Kalson, p. 93.
14 Williams’ distrust of audience stems from his early work: for instance,
 
the slide show in the original version of The Glass Menagerie, designed to
 repeat and stress important lines or themes.
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